
BLEST ARE WE

A Right to Life
The first theme of Catholic Social Teaching is

“Life and Dignity of the Human Person.”
Every person has dignity as a child of God.

Abortion, capital punishment, euthanasia, suicide, and violence deny a person’s right to life
and dignity. Read the descriptions below and identify the proper term that relates to each.

Sometimes called “mercy killing,” it hastens
or causes the death of another person.

It stems from poverty, drug abuse, racism, family disintegration, and easy access to weapons.

It involves the intentional killing
of unborn babies.

An attempt by a depressed person to bring
the suffering – mental or physical – to an end.

This allows the death penalty for those
convicted of a serious crime, such as murder.

Choose one of the terms above. Describe some positive and practical actions that you
might take to help prevent the continuation of that injustice.

Ways to bring an end to: 
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euthanasia abortion

violence

suicide capital punishment

abortion – talk with friends about the value and sanctity of life

capital punishment, euthanasia – send letters and emails to elected officials calling for

fair laws and regulation of medical personnel to protect life

suicide – listen to someone who is depressed and encourage him/her to get counseling

violence – avoid association with bullies and drug users, and refrain from bullying or

using drugs yourself

Parents, Catechists, Teachers: These issues expand on the chapter focus relating to the dignity
of life. They are important issues for young people to address with persons they trust.


